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In our previous work, a computational method to characterize framework aluminium in aluminosilicates was proposed (E. García-Pérez et al., *Angew. Chem. Int. Ed.*, 2007, 46, 276). In this work, this method was adopted to identify the most likely positions of aluminium in TON, FER, and MOR zeolites and to understand their different adsorption behavior in detail. The simulations show that the location of aluminium affects the positions of the ions, and thus influences the adsorption. With the determined structures, the effects of non-framework ions on the adsorption behavior of alkanes in these zeolites were studied systematically and the relation between the macroscopic adsorption behavior of alkanes and their microscopic structures was elucidated. The results provided a better understanding of the influences of the position and density of aluminium on adsorption in zeolites from a microscopic level that may guide the future rational synthesis of new structures.
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**Understanding Aluminium Location and Non-framework Ions Effects on Alkane Adsorption in Aluminosilicates: A Molecular Simulation Study**

**5.1 Introduction**

Zeolites are microporous materials that have found wide applications as efficient heterogeneous catalysts and adsorbents in the petrochemical industry. In these materials the adsorption and diffusion of hydrocarbons in the zeolite pores play an important role [1, 2]. Zeolites are composed of silicon and aluminium oxide tetrahedra and charge-balancing cations. The presence of cations influences the adsorption properties of the zeolites. As the positions and stability of cations in the zeolites are strongly related to their Al distributions [3], it is therefore important to identify the aluminium site locations. Whereas it is relatively easy to determine the Si/Al ratio of the material, it is much more difficult to locate the exact positions of the aluminium atoms in the framework experimentally [4-9]. These difficulties motivate us

---

to complement the experimental efforts with modeling and simulations.

H-TON, H-FER, and Na-MOR are structures used for industrial applications and many experimental investigations have been performed on the adsorption properties of these zeolites [10-30]. In these studies the positions of the aluminium atoms in these materials are not very clear and the understanding of the effects of non-framework ions on the adsorption properties at the molecular level is yet incomplete. To date most of the simulations [31-39] about the adsorption properties of alkanes have been performed on the pure silica representation of TON and FER zeolites and only a limited number of simulations [26, 40-42] on Na-MOR zeolites. In this work we perform a systematic study on these materials by molecular simulations to reveal the underlying mechanisms at a microscopic level.

The aluminum distribution on the crystal level, as well as the distribution on the level of a single unit cell, remains a subject of much debate and continued research efforts [43-49]. Macroscopically, the amount of aluminium might vary from the center of the crystal to the outer edges, while microscopically the Löwenstein rule, that is, two negatively charged Al atoms can never bond the same O atom, is well established. Because of the periodic boundary conditions, our approach implicitly assumes the same aluminium distribution for the entire zeolite. To obtain some insights in the effect of variations of the amount of aluminium around an average value, we estimated the Henry coefficients of model materials in which some unit cells contain slightly less and others slightly more aluminium concentrations. These calculations agreed very well with those for a uniform aluminium distribution, giving us some confidence that we can compare our results with experimental samples.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, we present the details of our simulation methodology, including descriptions of the zeolite models, the force fields, and the simulation technique used. In section 5.3, computed Henry coefficients, adsorption isotherms, and heats of adsorption for linear alkanes in several zeolite structures are given, and those in H-TON, H-FER, and Na-MOR zeolites are analyzed and discussed in detail. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section 5.4.

5.2 Simulation models and methods

5.2.1 Zeolite models

The structures of zeolites considered in this work are well known and have been used in many previous simulation studies. The pure silica structures were constructed by using the crystallographic coordinates reported [50] and the structures with aluminium were obtained by randomly replacing silicon by aluminium atoms, satisfying the Löwenstein rule.

Since TON, FER, and MOR zeolites were studied in detail in this work, their structures
are shown in Figure 5.1, while the structures for the other zeolites considered can be found easily in the literature [41, 51 – 53].

![Figure 5.1: Representation of the model unit cell of a) TON, b) FER, and c) MOR with distinct T-sites where Al atoms can be located. Silicon is given in yellow, oxygen is given in red, and the aluminum positions are indicated in green.](image)

The TON-type zeolite exhibits a unidirectional 10-ring pore system along the z-axis, with a pore aperture of 5 Å. The FER-type zeolite consists of straight 10-ring channels (5.4×4.2 Å) parallel to the z-axis which are interconnected by cages with 8-ring windows (4.8×3.5 Å) in the y-direction. The MOR-type zeolite has main channels parallel to [001], having a slightly elliptical cross section with 12 TO4 tetrahedron units (T= Si, Al), which are connected with small side channels parallel to [010], with 8 TO4 cross sections called side pockets. Four distinct T-sites aluminium can be located in them, shown in Figure 5.1 as T1, T2, T3, and T4. The zeolite lattices were assumed to be rigid in the simulations, because the flexibility of the framework has a negligible influence on the adsorption of alkanes [54].
5.2.2 Force fields

Our simulations have been performed using the force field developed by Dubbeldam et al., which accurately reproduce alkane-alkane and alkane-zeolite interactions in all silica structures [55, 56]. Simulations in zeolites with aluminium in the framework require additional parameters for all interactions involving non-framework cations. Consequently, the force fields recently proposed by Calero et al. [51, 57] are used in this work to describe the interactions of sodium cations and protons, both are extensions of the force field of Dubbeldam et al. [55, 56]. In these force fields the nature, density, and mobility of the non-framework cations, the density of the framework aluminium, and all host-guest interactions are carefully taken into account. The alkanes are described with a united-atom model, in which CH₄, CH₃, and CH₂ groups are considered as single, charge-less interaction centers [58]. The beads in the chain are connected by harmonic bonding potentials. A harmonic cosine bending potential models the bond bending between three neighboring beads, and a Ryckaert-Bellemans potential controls the torsional angle. The interactions between the adsorbates as well as the adsorbates and the zeolite are described by Lennard-Jones potentials and the interactions between the non-framework ions and the zeolite are modeled by Coulombic potentials. For a detailed description of the force fields, the reader is referred to refs. 51, 55-57.

5.2.3 Simulation technique

For the calculation of the Henry coefficients and the isosteric heats of adsorption at infinite dilution $Q^0_a$, we performed configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) simulations in the $NVT$ ensemble. Each simulation consists of at least $4 \times 10^7$ cycles, and in each cycle one move is chosen at random with a fixed probability 0.1 for a molecule translation, 0.1 for rotation around the center of mass, and 0.8 for regrowth of the entire molecule. During the simulation we compute the Rosenbluth factor and the internal energy $\Delta U$, which are directly related to the Henry coefficients and the $Q^0_a$ [56, 59].

Adsorption isotherms were calculated in the grand-canonical ensemble using the CB-GCMC method. The CB-GCMC method simulates an open system specified by fixed temperature $T$, volume $V$, and fugacity $f$. We converted the imposed fugacity to the corresponding pressure using the Peng-Robinson equation of state. Four types of moves were carried out: translation, rotation, exchange of molecules between the zeolite and a molecule reservoir, and partial regrowth. All simulations included at least $2 \times 10^7$ cycles. As the total number of ions is constant during simulations, only translation movements and regrowth at a random position in the zeolite are considered for these particles.

The statistical uncertainty was estimated by dividing each run into five blocks and calculating the standard deviation from the block averages. The standard deviation was within
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± 10 % for every simulation. A detailed description of the simulation methods can be found in our previous work [51].

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Categorizing zeolites according to the sensitivity of adsorption properties to the aluminium distributions

In this work, we firstly categorized the commonly used zeolites (FAU, LTA, MEL, MFI, LTL, FER, MOR, and TON) into two groups according to the sensitivity of their adsorption properties to the details of the aluminium distributions by computing the Henry coefficients of linear alkanes in these materials. The results are shown in Figure 5.2. In the simulations the Si/Al ratio is kept fixed for each zeolite by varying the aluminium distribution for different structures (the details about the exact location of the Al atoms in the different structures are given in Tables 5.1-5.5) and using Na⁺ and H⁺ as non-framework ions.

a) FAU - 52Na⁺/uc

b) LTA - 48Na⁺/uc
c) MEL - $4\text{Na}^+/\text{uc}$
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d) MFI – $4\text{Na}^+/\text{uc}$
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e) LTL - 6Na⁺/uc

![Graph of LTL - 6Na⁺/uc]

f) FER - 4Na⁺/uc

![Graph of FER - 4Na⁺/uc]
Figure 5.2: Henry coefficients of linear alkanes in a) FAU, b) LTA, c) MEL, d) MFI, e) LTL, f) FER, g) MOR zeolites at 350 K and h) TON zeolite at 548 K.
| Structure 1  | Si2, Si26, Si38, Si44, Si62, Si68, Si86, Si92, Si98, Si110, Si1134, Si140, Si158, Si164, Si176, Si182, Si188, Si194, Si224, Si230, Si236, Si242, Si248, Si272, Si284, Si290, Si314, Si332, Si344, Si350, Si356, Si368, Si380, Si392, Si404, Si410, Si416, Si422, Si428, Si434, Si440, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si500, Si506, Si512, Si536, Si542, Si554, and Si560. |
| Structure 2  | Si2, Si18, Si14, Si20, Si26, Si44, Si50, Si68, Si74, Si80, Si92, Si104, Si110, Si116, Si128, Si134, Si146, Si152, Si164, Si170, Si188, Si218, Si230, Si236, Si242, Si248, Si254, Si278, Si284, Si308, Si314, Si332, Si338, Si344, Si350, Si356, Si374, Si386, Si398, Si404, Si422, Si434, Si446, Si452, Si494, Si500, Si506, Si512, Si530, Si542, Si560, and Si572. |
| Structure 3  | Si14, Si38, Si50, Si56, Si62, Si68, Si80, Si92, Si116, Si140, Si158, Si164, Si182, Si194, Si200, Si230, Si236, Si242, Si248, Si260, Si284, Si290, Si302, Si314, Si326, Si332, Si344, Si356, Si362, Si374, Si392, Si404, Si410, Si428, Si434, Si440, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si488, Si494, Si500, Si506, Si518, Si530, Si536, Si542, and Si572. |
| Structure 4  | Si2, Si8, Si14, Si26, Si44, Si50, Si56, Si80, Si104, Si110, Si122, Si128, Si134, Si140, Si146, Si152, Si176, Si182, Si188, Si194, Si206, Si218, Si224, Si230, Si236, Si254, Si260, Si272, Si284, Si296, Si302, Si314, Si332, Si344, Si368, Si380, Si398, Si404, Si410, Si416, Si440, Si446, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si488, Si494, Si500, Si506, Si518, Si530, Si542, Si554, and Si566. |
| Structure 5  | Si2, Si8, Si14, Si26, Si32, Si38, Si50, Si56, Si74, Si92, Si98, Si104, Si128, Si140, Si152, Si158, Si164, Si170, Si182, Si188, Si200, Si206, Si218, Si224, Si236, Si254, Si260, Si284, Si290, Si314, Si320, Si338, Si344, Si368, Si380, Si392, Si404, Si410, Si416, Si440, Si446, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si488, Si494, Si500, Si506, Si518, Si530, Si548, Si554, and Si566. |
| Structure 6  | Si56, Si62, Si74, Si86, Si98, Si104, Si122, Si134, Si140, Si158, Si172, Si182, Si188, Si194, Si200, Si206, Si218, Si230, Si236, Si242, Si254, Si278, Si284, Si290, Si296, Si308, Si320, Si326, Si332, Si338, Si350, Si356, Si362, Si368, Si380, Si392, Si404, Si410, Si416, Si428, Si440, Si446, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si488, Si494, Si500, Si506, Si512, Si530, Si542, Si560, and Si572. |
| Structure 7  | Si14, Si20, Si50, Si56, Si68, Si86, Si104, Si110, Si116, Si122, Si134, Si152, Si158, Si164, Si170, Si176, Si188, Si200, Si206, Si218, Si224, Si230, Si236, Si242, Si254, Si260, Si266, Si272, Si302, Si308, Si314, Si326, Si332, Si338, Si350, Si356, Si362, Si368, Si380, Si392, Si404, Si422, Si434, Si440, Si446, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si482, Si500, Si506, Si512, Si536, Si542, Si560, and Si572. |
| Structure 8  | Si44, Si50, Si56, Si62, Si74, Si86, Si104, Si110, Si116, Si128, Si140, Si146, Si152, Si170, Si176, Si182, Si194, Si206, Si224, Si242, Si248, Si260, Si266, Si272, Si290, Si296, Si302, Si308, Si314, Si320, Si332, Si338, Si344, Si350, Si362, Si368, Si374, Si380, Si398, Si410, Si416, Si428, Si434, Si440, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si484, Si494, Si500, Si518, Si530, Si542, Si554, and Si566. |
| Structure 9  | Si8, Si32, Si38, Si44, Si50, Si56, Si62, Si68, Si80, Si86, Si98, Si110, Si116, Si128, Si134, Si140, Si146, Si152, Si176, Si182, Si194, Si206, Si218, Si224, Si236, Si248, Si260, Si266, Si272, Si290, Si302, Si314, Si326, Si334, Si368, Si380, Si386, Si392, Si416, Si440, Si446, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si494, Si500, Si518, Si536, Si548, Si554, Si560, Si566, and Si572. |
| Structure 10 | Si14, Si56, Si62, Si74, Si80, Si86, Si98, Si104, Si122, Si134, Si140, Si152, Si158, Si164, Si182, Si188, Si194, Si200, Si206, Si218, Si230, Si236, Si242, Si254, Si266, Si272, Si278, Si284, Si290, Si296, Si308, Si320, Si326, Si332, Si338, Si344, Si350, Si356, Si362, Si368, Si380, Si392, Si404, Si416, Si428, Si440, Si452, Si458, Si470, Si476, Si494, Si500, and Si506. |

**Table 5.1:** Structural Information for FAU zeolite considered in this work.
### Table 5.2: Structural Information for LTA zeolite considered in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Al location sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 1</strong></td>
<td>Si17, Si27, Si47, Si52, Si57, Si72, Si77, Si87, Si102, Si112, Si171, Si181, Si191, Si196, Si211, Si216, Si231, Si236, Si246, Si251, Si261, Si295, Si300, Si315, Si320, Si330, Si340, Si345, Si355, Si365, Si375, Si380, Si385, Si400, Si439, Si454, Si469, Si474, Si479, Si484, Si499, Si504, Si519, Si524, Si529, Si534, Si539, Si544, and Si549.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 2</strong></td>
<td>Si12, Si17, Si32, Si47, Si57, Si67, Si72, Si82, Si87, Si92, Si107, Si117, Si151, Si156, Si166, Si171, Si181, Si186, Si196, Si201, Si211, Si221, Si226, Si231, Si241, Si246, Si251, Si261, Si295, Si300, Si315, Si320, Si330, Si340, Si345, Si355, Si365, Si380, Si390, Si400, Si439, Si444, Si454, Si474, Si494, Si514, Si524, and Si534.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 3</strong></td>
<td>Si2, Si22, Si32, Si42, Si52, Si62, Si72, Si82, Si92, Si102, Si112, Si146, Si161, Si171, Si181, Si191, Si196, Si206, Si216, Si226, Si231, Si241, Si251, Si261, Si295, Si300, Si315, Si325, Si335, Si350, Si360, Si370, Si375, Si385, Si395, Si405, Si439, Si444, Si454, Si489, Si504, Si519, Si529, Si539, and Si544.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 4</strong></td>
<td>Si7, Si12, Si22, Si32, Si47, Si57, Si67, Si72, Si77, Si82, Si87, Si92, Si107, Si117, Si156, Si166, Si176, Si181, Si191, Si196, Si201, Si211, Si221, Si231, Si246, Si251, Si261, Si300, Si310, Si320, Si335, Si350, Si360, Si370, Si400, Si439, Si454, Si474, Si504, Si514, Si519, Si524, Si529, Si534, Si539, Si544, and Si549.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 5</strong></td>
<td>Si12, Si67, Si77, Si87, Si117, Si156, Si166, Si206, Si216, Si221, Si241, Si290, Si295, Si300, Si310, Si320, Si330, Si340, Si345, Si350, Si355, Si360, Si365, Si370, Si375, Si380, Si385, Si390, Si395, Si405, Si439, Si444, Si454, Si464, Si469, Si494, Si504, Si514, Si519, Si524, Si534, Si539, Si544, and Si549.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 6</strong></td>
<td>Si12, Si22, Si27, Si32, Si37, Si42, Si47, Si52, Si67, Si77, Si87, Si92, Si102, Si112, Si151, Si161, Si166, Si181, Si191, Si196, Si201, Si206, Si226, Si231, Si290, Si300, Si315, Si325, Si335, Si345, Si360, Si370, Si380, Si390, Si400, Si439, Si444, Si454, Si469, Si494, Si504, Si514, Si519, Si524, Si534, Si539, Si544, and Si549.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 7</strong></td>
<td>Si2, Si7, Si12, Si17, Si27, Si32, Si47, Si52, Si57, Si67, Si72, Si82, Si87, Si97, Si107, Si117, Si151, Si156, Si166, Si176, Si186, Si196, Si206, Si256, Si295, Si305, Si325, Si345, Si355, Si360, Si370, Si380, Si385, Si400, Si439, Si444, Si454, Si464, Si469, Si479, Si499, Si504, Si514, Si519, Si529, Si539, and Si549.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 8</strong></td>
<td>Si2, Si7, Si17, Si27, Si32, Si42, Si47, Si57, Si67, Si77, Si97, Si102, Si146, Si151, Si156, Si161, Si166, Si181, Si196, Si201, Si206, Si211, Si221, Si231, Si241, Si246, Si251, Si261, Si300, Si305, Si310, Si325, Si330, Si340, Si345, Si360, Si365, Si380, Si385, Si400, Si439, Si444, Si454, Si464, Si474, Si479, Si489, Si499, Si504, Si509, Si524, Si529, and Si539.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 9</strong></td>
<td>Si7, Si17, Si27, Si42, Si72, Si87, Si107, Si151, Si156, Si166, Si176, Si181, Si191, Si196, Si206, Si216, Si221, Si236, Si241, Si251, Si256, Si295, Si300, Si305, Si325, Si330, Si340, Si345, Si360, Si370, Si380, Si385, Si405, Si439, Si444, Si454, Si464, Si479, Si489, Si499, Si504, Si509, Si524, Si529, and Si539.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure 10</strong></td>
<td>Si2, Si12, Si17, Si27, Si32, Si47, Si72, Si77, Si82, Si87, Si92, Si102, Si117, Si112, Si117, Si161, Si166, Si176, Si181, Si196, Si201, Si206, Si216, Si221, Si236, Si241, Si246, Si256, Si261, Si290, Si295, Si305, Si310, Si315, Si330, Si345, Si355, Si395, Si400, Si434, Si444, Si454, Si479, Si484, Si494, Si504, Si529, and Si534.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 5.3: Structural Information for MEL and MFI zeolites considered in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Al location sites</th>
<th>MEL</th>
<th>MFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure 1</td>
<td>Si7, Si50, Si67, and Si125.</td>
<td>Si10, Si124, Si162, and Si264.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 2</td>
<td>Si27, Si72, Si90, and Si178.</td>
<td>Si3, Si11, Si225, and Si263.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 3</td>
<td>Si2, Si73, Si193, and Si278.</td>
<td>Si39, Si164, Si197, and Si260.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 4</td>
<td>Si1, Si68, Si137, and Si153.</td>
<td>Si39, Si163, Si197, and Si266.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 5</td>
<td>Si45, Si71, Si72, and Si125.</td>
<td>Si1, Si195, Si230, and Si265.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 6</td>
<td>Si3, Si67, Si92, and Si137.</td>
<td>Si42, Si48, Si88, and Si259.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 7</td>
<td>Si3, Si29, Si137, and Si153.</td>
<td>Si10, Si154, Si197, and Si266.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 8</td>
<td>Si2, Si27, Si69, and Si122.</td>
<td>Si10, Si163, Si196, and Si265.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 9</td>
<td>Si5, Si29, Si73, and Si125.</td>
<td>Si115, Si158, Si192, and Si221.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 10</td>
<td>Si17, Si50, Si73, and Si92.</td>
<td>Si10, Si41, Si50, and Si83.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.4: Structural Information for LTL, FER, and TON zeolites considered in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Al location sites</th>
<th>LTL</th>
<th>FER</th>
<th>TON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure 1</td>
<td>Si34, Si66, Si82, Si110, Si121, and Si145.</td>
<td>Si14, Si15, Si36, and Si73.</td>
<td>Si1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 2</td>
<td>Si35, Si67, Si83, Si111, Si122, and Si146.</td>
<td>Si14, Si27, Si43, and Si97.</td>
<td>Si2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 3</td>
<td>Si1, Si33, Si65, Si81, Si109, and Si124.</td>
<td>Si1, Si47, Si51, and Si106.</td>
<td>Si3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 4</td>
<td>Si17, Si36, Si52, Si84, Si99, and Si123.</td>
<td>Si25, Si35, Si62, and Si81.</td>
<td>Si4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 5</td>
<td>Si4, Si33, Si81, Si112, Si122, and Si145.</td>
<td>Si43, Si51, Si72, and Si100.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 6</td>
<td>Si3, Si35, Si65, Si98, Si186, and Si202.</td>
<td>Si16, Si34, Si55, and Si72.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 7</td>
<td>Si19, Si84, Si121, Si174, Si201, and Si210.</td>
<td>Si14, Si47, Si72, and Si91.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 8</td>
<td>Si4, Si19, Si52, Si83, Si124, and Si129.</td>
<td>Si34, Si60, Si73, and Si103.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 9</td>
<td>Si35, Si66, Si97, Si121, Si148, and Si209.</td>
<td>Si3, Si25, Si81, and Si106.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 10</td>
<td>Si2, Si51, Si97, Si123, Si145, and Si189.</td>
<td>Si13, Si51, Si90, and Si106.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.5: Structural Information for MOR zeolite considered in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Al location sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure 1</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₇, Si₃₂, Si₄₃, Si₇₉, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 2</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₇, Si₃₂, Si₄₃, Si₇₉, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 3</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₇, Si₃₂, Si₄₃, Si₈₀, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 4</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₇, Si₃₂, Si₄₃, Si₈₉, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 5</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₈, Si₃₂, Si₄₂, Si₇₉, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 6</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₈, Si₃₂, Si₄₂, Si₇₉, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 7</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₈, Si₃₂, Si₄₂, Si₈₀, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 8</td>
<td>Si₃, Si₁₈, Si₃₂, Si₄₂, Si₈₀, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 9</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₇, Si₃₁, Si₄₃, Si₇₉, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 10</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₇, Si₃₁, Si₄₃, Si₇₉, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 11</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₇, Si₃₁, Si₄₃, Si₈₀, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 12</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₇, Si₃₁, Si₄₃, Si₈₀, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 13</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₈, Si₃₁, Si₄₂, Si₇₉, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 14</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₈, Si₃₁, Si₄₂, Si₇₉, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₆, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 15</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₈, Si₃₁, Si₄₂, Si₈₀, Si₉₂, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₆.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure 16</td>
<td>Si₄, Si₁₈, Si₃₁, Si₄₂, Si₈₀, Si₉₃, Si₁₀₅, and Si₁₁₅.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results (see Figure 5.2) show that the adsorption properties of FAU, LTA, MEL, and MFI are insensitive to aluminium distribution and they can be included in the insensitive group, while LTL, FER, TON, and MOR belong to the sensitive class. Therefore, the first group of zeolites can be used to accurately parameterize our simulation method [51, 57] and for the second group of zeolites, their average aluminium distributions can be identified by matching the simulations with experiments using the parameterized simulation method [60].

5.3.2 Aluminium positions and alkane adsorptions in TON, FER, and MOR zeolites

We have performed molecular simulations to identify the aluminium positions in TON, FER, and MOR zeolites, as well as to provide a better molecular understanding of the alkane adsorption in them. For these zeolites, experimental adsorption data are available, and it is feasible to consider all possible aluminium distributions per unit cell: $\text{H}^+\text{[Al}_5\text{Si}_{23}\text{O}_{48}]$-TON, $\text{H}^+\text{[Al}_5\text{Si}_{13}\text{O}_{72}]$-FER (both with 4 possible aluminium distributions per unit cell), and $\text{Na}^+\text{[Al}_8\text{Si}_{40}\text{O}_{96}]$-MOR (with 16 possible aluminium distributions per unit cell).
Figure 5.3 shows the calculated Henry coefficients of linear alkanes in H-TON zeolite at 473 K, 498 K, 523 K, and 573 K. The number of protons is kept one per unit cell to allow a direct comparison with experimental data. Since there are four distinct T-sites where aluminum can be located and as the positions and stability of protons in the zeolite are strongly related to its Al distribution [3], four different structures were considered in this work, which correspond to the four T-sites. A comparison with the experimental values [16] indicates that most of the aluminium atoms on the zeolite sample are a combination of T3 and T4 substitutions for H-TON structures. Simulation at 548 K was also performed showing similar behavior (see ref. 60).
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the experimental [16] and simulated Henry coefficients of linear alkanes in H-TON zeolites at 473 K, 498 K, 523 K, and 573 K. Structures 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate that the Al atom is located in T-site 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

To clarify the differences among the structures, we examined the snapshots of these zeolites with adsorbed alkanes and those for hexane are shown in Figure 5.4.
To illustrate the influences of protons on the adsorption, the results on pure silica structure are also shown for comparison. In the pure silica structure, the hexane molecules adsorb homogeneously throughout the channels. In structures 1 and 4, protons were found to be partly...
located in the 10-ring channel. Protons take up adsorption volume in the channels where they are located but create additional preferred adsorption sites in the neighboring channels, which results in an increase of the adsorption comparing with the pure silica structure. As discussed in ref. 57 the proton model assumes that there some traces of water in contact with the proton providing an effective adsorption volume that is significantly larger than one would expect from a single proton. We found that protons were all excluded from the 10-ring channels for structure 2 and they do increase the amount of adsorption in all 10-ring channels, leading to the highest adsorption capacity. The preferential location for proton in structure 3 is the 10-ring channels and the snapshot shows that protons occupy much volume in the channels, giving the lowest adsorption amount.

**H-FER zeolite**

The adsorption behavior of alkanes in H-FER zeolite was further investigated. Figure 5.5 shows the calculated adsorption isotherms of propane at 333 K. Again the number of protons is kept one per unit cell and four different structures were considered corresponding to the four T-sites. Figure 5.5 shows that the calculated isotherms based on structure 3, that is, Al located on T3 agree very well with the experimental data.
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**Figure 5.5:** Comparison of the experimental [13] and simulated adsorption isotherms of propane in H-FER zeolite at 333 K. Structures 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate that the Al atom is located in T-site 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

The adsorption isotherms of butane, pentane, and hexane show similar behavior (see ref. 60 and Figure 5.6), illustrating that T3 structure is most likely the structure of the H-FER
experimental sample.
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**Figure 5.6:** Comparison of the experimental [13] and simulated adsorption isotherms of a) \(n\)-butane and b) \(n\)-hexane in H-FER zeolite at 333 K. Structures 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate that the Al atom is located in T-site 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

Heats of adsorption were also computed for this structure and comparison with experimental data [13] is provided in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Comparison of the experimental and simulated heats of adsorption $Q^0_{st}$ [kJ/mol] of C$_3$-C$_6$ in H-FER zeolites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>propane</th>
<th>$n$-butane</th>
<th>$n$-pentane</th>
<th>$n$-hexane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>experimental data$^{13}$</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this work</td>
<td>48.43</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>67.72</td>
<td>81.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The snapshots of the different structures with adsorbed alkanes were examined and those for butane are given, as an example, in Figure 5.7. The snapshots show that butane molecules are distributed over the channels and the cages for all structures considered. For pure silica structure, butane molecules are located almost homogeneously between the channels and the cages. For structure 1, proton was found located in the 8-ring cages and butane molecules adsorbed preferentially in the 10-ring channels. Protons take up adsorption volume in the 8-ring cages but create additional preferred adsorption sites in the 10-ring channels, resulting in an increase of the adsorption. For structure 2, we found that the probability for protons located in the 8-ring cages and the 10-ring channels is almost the same and from the snapshot we can see that protons affect adsorption in a similar way as in structure 1, that is, decreasing the adsorption in the 8-ring cages but increasing it in the 10-ring channels. The preferential locations of protons in structure 3 are the 10-ring channels, which agrees well with the experimental results [13]. The protons occupy some volume in the 10-ring channels but the influence is not as big as in 8-ring cages. At low and intermediate loadings, protons increase the amount of adsorption in both the 10-ring channels and the 8-ring cages, leading to the highest adsorption capacity. In structure 4, the preferential location for protons is the region across the 8-ring cages and the 10-ring channels, giving the lowest adsorption capacity. It seems that protons block the passageway to the 8-ring cages and the 10-ring channels.
Figure 5.7: Distributions of butane and the non-framework protons in FER zeolites at 0.4 kPa and 333 K. The centers of mass of the butane molecules are represented by blue dots and the non-framework proton positions by red dots. The aluminum positions are indicated in green color.

The fractions of the adsorbed alkane molecules located in the FER 8-ring cages in structure 3 were calculated and the results are given in Figure 5.8 as a function of the loading. The results for pure silica structure are also shown for comparison.
Figure 5.8: Fraction of the adsorbed alkane molecules located in the FER 8-ring cages as a function of loading at 333 K. The results for pure silica structure are represented by full symbols and the ones for H-FER are represented by open symbols.

Experimentally [17, 18], it is found that propane adsorbs preferentially in the 8-ring cage. The adsorption of pentane initially takes place only in the 10-ring channel and adsorption into the 8-ring cage occurs only at higher loadings. Hexane adsorbs only in the 10-ring channels and is excluded from the 8-ring cage. Our simulation results are consistent with the experimental observations. For butane, no preference is found by NMR measurements and our simulations predict that butane adsorption is preferred in the 10-ring channels for pure silica structure and in the 8-ring cage for H-FER structure. This can be explained by examining the snapshots of butane adsorption at low pressures. Figure 5.9 shows the sitting of butane in FER zeolites at 333 K and 0.05 kPa. For pure silica structure butane preferentially adsorbs in the 10-ring channels. Once we put any small amount inside the channels, they will start to repel \( n \)-alkanes attributed to the fact that the channel of FER-type zeolites is the smallest channel not to repel \( n \)-alkanes comparing with other zeolites [61]. When \( n \)-alkanes cannot reside in the 10-ring channel they will head for the 8-ring cage.
Figure 5.9: Distributions of butane and the non-framework protons in FER zeolites at 0.05 kPa and 333 K. The centers of mass of the butane molecules are represented by blue dots and the non-framework proton positions by red dots. The aluminum positions are indicated in green color.

**Na-MOR zeolite**

Another important zeolite considered in this work is Na-MOR. The adsorption isotherms and the Henry coefficients of methane in sixteen different structures were calculated and compared with available experimental data [26, 30]. Our results show that the agreement with experimental values is remarkable for the structure where Al atoms replace Si atoms 4, 18, 31, 42, 80, 93, 105, and 115 [60]. In this structure the eight Al atoms are located in the 4-rings, in complete conformity with the suggested preferential sitting of aluminium provided by previous crystallographic, experimental, and theoretical work [43, 44, 62-65]. To study the effects of the cations on the adsorption behavior, we checked the snapshot of this structure with adsorbed methane at 323 K and 1 kPa, and compared with the adsorption in pure silica structure. The results are shown in Figure 5.10. For pure silica structure, the methane molecules are located almost homogeneously between the main channels and the side pockets. However, for the structure with cations, methane molecules were found adsorbed preferentially in the side pockets. Nearly half of the sodium cations were found to reside in the center of the 8-membered oxygen rings outside the main channels [66, 67]. This agrees with the available experimental data [68].
Figure 5.10: Distributions of methane and the non-framework sodium cations in MOR zeolites at 1 kPa and 323 K. The methane molecules are represented by blue dots and the non-framework Na\(^+\) positions by red dots. The aluminum positions are indicated in green color.

Furthermore, the fraction of the adsorbed methane molecules located in the MOR main channels in the sodium and the pure silica structures was also calculated and the results are given in Figure 5.11 as a function of the loading.

Figure 5.11: Fraction of the adsorbed methane located in the MOR main channels as a function of loading at 323 K. The results for pure silica structure are represented by full symbols and the ones for Na-MOR are represented by open symbols.
For pure silica structure, it is found that the side pockets are favored but not very strongly because the side pocket adsorption sites have a lower energy [26, 69] and the percentage is almost constant with the increasing of the loading. For Na-MOR structure, side pocket adsorption becomes more favorable because the Na cations residing at the opening of the side pockets make these sites more attractive [26]. These results are in complete conformity with the snapshots shown in Figure 5.10 and with all previous results [26, 69], but those obtained by Smit and den Ouden [40]. Smit and den Ouden predicted exclusion of methane from the side pockets in Na-MOR structure considering that the side pockets were effectively blocked by the Na\(^{+}\) cations and unlike in our work, they fixed the Na\(^{+}\) cations throughout their simulation.

Our simulation results show that by matching the simulation data with the available experimental values the most likely position of aluminium in zeolites could be identified. The aluminium position determines the cation distribution, and it is the presence and positions of the cations that can cause a difference in adsorption behavior. The Henry coefficients for FAU and LTA increase dramatically by the presence of cations, up to orders of magnitude for the longer chain lengths. As previously noted in literature, the effects of ions are three-fold [41, 42, 51]: a) ions provide additional adsorption sites, b) ions occupy pore volume, and c) ions can block accessible pockets and windows. FAU and LTA are examples of the first, while the second effect is reduced in these structures because ions are allowed to occupy pore volume (the sodalite cages) that is not accessible to the bulkier alkanes. This volume effect is important in zeolites formed by channels, like MFI and MOR, and at high pressures where loadings are close to saturation. MOR is also sensitive to the third effect, showing side pockets that can be blocked [41]. In some zeolites which have very different adsorption "regions" other complications can occur. Examples include MFI, which has straight channels, zig-zag channels, and intersections, and FER which has 10-ring channels and 8-ring side cages. Typically, for many adsorbates, this shows up as inflection in the adsorption isotherms [55, 70-72] and/or in Henry coefficients that do not show the typical monotonic increase over chain length (see Figure 5.2f). One of the main goals of this work is to find systematic trends in this and hopefully a classification or at least same criteria to estimate the influence of cations.

For the adsorption of alkanes we found that FAU, LTA, MEL, and MFI are insensitive to the aluminum distribution, while LTL, FER, TON, and MOR belong to the sensitive class. The insensitivity of the first group originates either from large, spherical cages with a high degree of symmetry (LTA and FAU), or from structures (MEL and MFI) that have preferred aluminium positions at different locations than the alkane adsorption sites. In MFI the preferred aluminium positions are in the big intersection while alkanes prefer the straight channels at low loadings. LTA and FAU show a higher difference with the pure siliceous
structure than MEL and MFI, mainly due to the larger amount of ions per volume present in these structures (see Figures 5.2a-5.2d). The increase per carbon number is the same for MEL and MFI, but for FAU and LTA we clearly find a change in slope. In cage-type zeolites multiple beads of the molecule have interaction with the ions. MFI and MEL have channels that tightly confine the alkanes and only the ends of the alkanes feel the ions resulting in a constant shift of the Henry coefficients as a function of carbon number. The zeolites of second group are channel systems and seem very sensitive to the positions of the aluminium, especially at low loadings. We suspect that MFI and MEL could be sensitive to other adsorbates than alkanes. This means that FAU and LTA (large cages with high degree of symmetry) are ideal to calibrate potential parameters (as we previously did [51, 73]), while almost all other structures are then suitable for the "reverse engineering" [60].

We are aware that our comparisons are subject to several uncertainties as well as to the experimental and simulation errors. However, in our opinion the approach itself remains valid and very attractive as simulations and experiments advances in time. We note that the fitting procedures with the set of structures which are insensitive to the aluminum distribution are based on the same kind of experimental data and procedures. Our potentials might therefore effectively already contain a certain level of experimental error, although these of course might vary from zeolite to zeolite, and sample to sample. However, it is the best we could do using currently available experimental data, and as soon as more experimental data becomes available we can further refine our approach.

5.4 Conclusions

The simulation results provided a better physical understanding of the effects of the aluminium distributions on the adsorption properties of alkanes in zeolites at a microscopic level. This work shows that the aluminium distributions in zeolites strongly affect the positions and stability of ions, which in turn influence the adsorption behavior of alkanes. Therefore, the effect of aluminium on adsorption depends on the adsorbent, the ion, and the adsorbate type whether or not the adsorption is influenced. Furthermore, it should be possible, in the longer term, to use these data to more clearly delineate the relationships between the aluminium locations and the catalytic activities and selectivities of aluminosilicates.
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